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U.-S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION III

.

Report No. 50-305/84-17(DRSS)
,

Docket No. 50-305 '

License No. DPR-43

Licensee: Wisconsin Public Service
Corporation

* Post Office Box 19002
Green Bay, WI 54307-9002

Facility Name: Kewaunee Nuclear Power Plant
.-

Inspection At: Kewaunee Site, Two Creeks, WI

Inspection Conducted: October 22-24, 1984

Wh
Inspectors: W. G. Snell [

Team Leader Date
'

[T. o
- D6te '

Ap' proved By: P i ), Chief # /[
Emergency Preparedness Section Date '

Inspection Sumary

Inspection on October 22-24, 1984 (Report No. 50-305/84-17[DRSS])
Areas Inspected: Routine, announced inspection of the Kewaunee Nuclear Power
Plant emergency preparedness exercise involving observation by six NRC repre-
sentatives of key functions and locations during the exercise; and licensee
actions on previously-identified exercise weaknesses. The inspection involved
-118 inspector-hours onsite by two NRC-inspectors and four consultants.
.Results: Although no items of noncompliance, deficiencies, or deviations were
identified, two exercise weaknesses were identified as sumarized in the

- Appendix.
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DETAILS
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1. . Persons Contacted
'

a. NRC Observers and Areas Observed
'

G. Bryan, Control Room
.

. .

! T. Workinger, Technical Support Center (TSC), Radiological Analysis
Facility (RAF)

T.~ Ploski, Emergency Operations Facility (EOF)
W. Snell,. Control Room,.TSC, RAF, EOF

"

C. Hawley,-Environmental Monitoring' Teams, Site Access Facility,
Point Beach EOF

'

J. Kenoyer, Operational Support Facility, Radiation Protection -
Office, RAF, Inplant Monitoring Teams, Post Accident Sampling

,

b. Wisconsin Public Service Corporation
, ,-

D. Hintz, Manager - Nuclear Power
.

C. Steinhardt, Plant Manager
D. Seebart, Nuclear Emergency Preparedness Coordinator
D. Ristau, Nuclear Services Supervisor
M._Reinhart, Radiation Protection Supervisor

,'

R. Pulec, Plant _ Technical Supervisor
D. Dow, Nuclear Security Coordinator
D. Nalepka, Nuclear Licensing Projects-Supervisor
M. Marchi, Plant Technical and Services Superintendent<

K. Evers, Operations Superintendent'
C. Schrock, Nuclear Licensing and Systems Superintendent
A. Ruege, QA Supervisor
W. Bertelme, Emergency Preparedness Specialist
R. Draheim, Nuclear Design Change Supervisor
G. Hoppe, Shift Supervisor
W. Trottmann, Assistant Superintencent Operations
D. Faltynski, Nuclear F1 s Protect's Coordinator

,

: R. Zube, Nuclear Simulatre SuperviAr
G. Bernhoft, Nuclear Reliability Engineer
G. Ruiter, Operations Engineer
J. Krueger, NOCC
D. Ropson, Nuclear Licensing .

; i4 ' .T. Moore, Security / Administrative Supervisor
C..Luoma, Engineer
P. O'Brien,- Nuclear Training Supervisor
D. Gauthier, Control Room Supervisor

i_ ', S. Gunn, Nuclear Technical Review Supervisor
D.~Molzahn, Nuclear System Supervisor
D. Bouche, Training Specialist,

J. Holly, Nuclear Fuel Analysis Supervisor'

J. Giesler,; Plant Nuclear Engineer<

,

C. Long, Assistant Radiation Protection Supervisor
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D. Morgan . Radiation Technologist Leadman
; S. Bohlman,-Nuclear Fuel Engineer

D.' Finlaw, Radiation , Technologist
D. Masarik,' Operations Assessment Supervisor

.

The persons listed above attended the exit interview on October 24, 1984.
,

2. General.

An. exercise of the licensee's Kewaunee Nuclear Power. Plant Emergency Plan
was conducted at the Kewaunee Nuclear Power. Plant on October 23, 1984,
testing the response of the licensee to a hypothetical accident scenario.
Attachment 1 describes the scenario. State and local governmental organi-
zations did not participate in this exercise..

3. General Observations

a. Procedures

The exercise was conducted in accordance with 10 CFR Part 50, Appen-
dix E requirements using the Kewaunee Nuclear Power Plant Emergency
Plan and Emergency Plan Implementing Procedures that are used by the4

site and corporate personnel,

b. Coordination
f

The licensee's response was coordinated, orderly, and generally
timely. The licensee was quick to evaluate and correctly classify
the events, but failed to make the appropriate offsite notifications
within the required 15 minutes for the first two classifications.
However, if the events'had been real, the actions taken by the licen-*

see would have been sufficient to permit the State'and local authori->

ties to take appropriate actions.
,

c. Observers

; Licensee observers monitored and critiqued this exercise along with'

six NRC observers,

d. Critique

A critique was held with the licensee and NRC representatives on
October-24, 1984, the day after the exercise. The NRC. discussed

| the observed strengths and weaknesses during the exit interview.
~

!

| . 4. ' Specific Observations

k
I -a. Control Room
t

The Kewaunee simulator was used for the first time for the annual
~

emergency preparedness exercise. This resulted in more realism and
an excellent attitude on the part of the players who demonstrated

p .the skill and capability to handle an emergency situation. Playerst

P
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| were observed to_be aggressiveIin their. attempts to mitigate the~

- accident conditions;

:s .

,
'The evaluation of Emergency Action Levels was performed in a timely

~

manner with escalation of the classifications carried out at'appro-
-priate times. 'However, the initial _ notifications to offsite authori-t

ties for both the Notification of Unusual Event and Alert classifica-
tions exceeded the.15 minute time limit-required-by 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix E, Section IV.D.3. ~This was the-result of the communicator-

being unable to make all the shift augmentation _ notifications prior
i ito notifying offsite authorities. The sequence, methodology,-and con-

tent of the_ notifications should be examined by the licensee so all,
'

: notifications _can be made in a. timely manner. This will be tracked
~

.under Open Item No. 305/84-17-01 and examined again during the 1985r

annual exercise.

EP-AD-5 instructed the Emergency Director to assign a communicator,
~

"

or, if one.is not available the Shift-Technical Advisor, to perform

: the required-notifications. In this exercise the Control Room Super-
; visor (CRS) was the designated communicator until he was relieved
' more than hour after the Unusual Event.was declared. It is recom-

| mended that the licensee re-evaluate.their position to delete the on-
shift dedicated, communicator position by assigning the CRS, who is

,

second in' command-in the Control Room, to the communicator duties.-
This appeared to be an under-utilization of his expertise, and could -

impact on the licensee's abilities to mitigate the consequences of an .;

event.

| A'significant error was noted in the notification-to the NRC of-the

L Unusual Event. The Unusual Event.was declared at 0403 based on a
;> loss of offsite power, with a tornado also qualifying as an Unusual-

; Event'at 0407. The NRC was incorrectly _ informed the' Unusual' Event
,

'

was based on the tornado, and was never told of the loss of offsite
!- power.

~

b. Technical Support Center (TSC)/ Radiological Analysis Facility (RAF)

TSC activation was ordered by the Control Room coincident with the
Alert declaration at 0506. TSC personnel. began to arrive at the TSC
at 0622 and the TSC was declared' activated-at 0643, one hour and 36
minutes after-the Alert declaration. Since over an hour was used
.before the first players arrived at the TSC, the licensee should re-
examine the methodologies for shift augmentation. More time than
necessary may have been lost having all personnel report to.the Site

~

;

L Access Facility prior to going to the TSC. If this is not the case,

it may be appropriate:to put more emphasis on using the pager system
2and/or activating the TSC at the Unusual Event level during off-hours.

This will be tracked under Open Item No. 305/84-17-02.
~

Upon arrival, the TSC personnel quickly went to their assigned posi-
tions and initiated a radiation survey, TSC status and equipment
check, and switched the TSC ventilation to the recirculation mode
in accordance with EP-TSC procedures. Status boards were brought

+
,
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up to current status,.and the TSC Director briefed the TSC personnel
about the plant and environs status. Certain appropriate corrective
actions were initiated immediately.

The TSC/RAF personnel appeared to be knowledgeable about their func-
tional responsibilities and worked well together as a team. In gen-
eral, communications were good.' Required administrative log entries
were made and maintained. Status boards were kept current, and appro-
priate established procedures were followed. The only weaknesses-
noted were:

* Personnel were slow initially in updating the Environmental status
board to reflect the current status following the second tornado
strike at 0630.

* At about 0710 there was a communications problem regarding the
pathway of the second tornado leaving the site. This caused some
delay and confusion, relevant to site radiation survey action,
until the tornado pathway information was corrected twenty min-
utes later.

The Emergency Director and the TSC Director briefed their staffs and
obtained updated status reports at routine 30 minute intervals, or
when significant information was reported. Both Directors provided
appropriate leadership with respect to initiating timely actions, or-
ganizing and implementing planning for future staffing needs and post
accident recovery operations, and integrating the various response
activities.

As a whole, the TSC/RAF personnel did a good job relevant to quickly
identifying the emergency scenario and initiating prompt corrective
action as well as initiating early planning for post emergency recov-
ery actions. For example, before termination of the exercise, plans
were being considered in conjunction with the EOF for:

Sampling airborne activity and contamination levels to permit*

entry into the Auxiliary Building,

Isolating damaged areas of the Auxiliary Building to mitigate*

L contamination spread that might occur from forecasted rain,
1

| Restoring offsite power and replenishing diesel fuel supply,*

i.

i Checking nearby farms and local cars for contamination,*

j Removing Auxiliary Building debris and repairing the SAF,*

Two shift operation,*

Plant and site decontamination, and*

.

Packaging rad waste for shipment to a licensed low level burial*

| site.
.
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The RAF did a good job of controlling the offsite and site teams to<

determine potential areas of contamination after the tornado strike.
The site team was appropriately first sent to survey the main access
route between the SAF and Security Building to insure it was useable.

c. Operational Support Facility (OSF)/ Radiation Protection Office (RPO)/
'

Inplant Teams

<

The OSF operated very smoothly and the accountability actions per-
,

formed there were excellent. The distance between the different
parts of the OSF (i.e., conference room assembly room, files) and
the location of the machine shop where necessary tools for the OSF
personnel are located did not appear to affect the effectiveness of
-this emergency response facility. The time required for personnel ~to
obtain plant schematics, get briefed in the OSF, and walk to the
machine shop was not excessive in terms of affecting the overall
preparation time for plant entry.

Fire team response went very smoothly. Team members appeared well
trained and responded quickly and efficiently.

Levels of contamination for the person who was contaminated by the
spent fuel pool (SFP) water were not relayed in a timely manner to
the RPO coordinator by the health physics technician performing the
body swipes. Nasal swipe and decontamination level data were reported
to the coordinator approximately 30 minutes after the contaminated per-
son arrived at the decontamination station. Samples obtained during
the exercise (e.g., nasal smears, area swipes) were not stored pro-
perly after the initial analysis. Samples were put into the radio-
active trash instead of being stored in a predetermined manner such
that they could be re-analyzed at a later time.

Health physics and chemistry personnel appeared familiar with all of
the procedures used during the exercise as well as the instruments
and equipment utilized. Good contamination control was implemented
and personnel were aware of possible hot areas in the plant during
the inplant surveys. Cumulative exposures were being monitored by
health physics personnel during the exercise and anticipatory sam-
pies and surveys were requested by the directors and coordinators of
the Radiation Protection Office.

d. Site Access Facility (SAF)/Offsite Monitorina Teams / Security

I The exercise was initiated with the handing out of the first message
to_the Shift Security Captain in the Security Building. The initial'

j. security actions (notifications and patrol dispatching) were prompt t

| and in accordance with procedures. The security' members of the fire
. brigade were prompt-and proficient in suiting out in the Security:

l . Building.
!

| A good job was done of activating and implementing duties at the SAF
| even though it was damaged. The communicator at the SAF took charge

|
|

!.
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. hen the' assigned SAF_ Coordinator did not arrive for over 1-1/2 hours.wf
Because the scenario called for damage to the SAF, its activities
were. moved,to the Point Beach Emergency Operations Facility, where it

'was well operated,' including contamination control and communications.'

Radiological Monitoring Teams carefully inventoried the contents of-

the. environmental monitoring kitsL in the SAF using a check-off list-
prior to departure. Instruments used were all noted to be properly
calibrated. Procedures and maps were used, radio transmissions were
. clear, teams were well managed, and team member exposures were tracked.

e. Emeroency Operations Facility (EOF)
;

Overall, the performance of the EOF was very good. The main weakness
noted was it took about 1-1/2 hours to activate the EOF after the

! decision to do so was made by the Control Room.
p
!' Security personnel were the first to arrive at the EOF and established

and maintained security throughout the exercise. . Identification and,

i sign-in went smoothly. The first non-security person to arrive effi-
ciently performed various communications equipment tests. When the
Emergency Response Manager (ERM) arrived at the EOF he promptly estab-
lished communications with the TSC to obtain a briefing of current1

j status and chronology of events. The ERM correctly declared the EOF
' activated even though the Environmental Protection Director.(EPD)

was not ready to assume control of the environmental monitoring teams.
The eventual transfer of the environmental teams' control to the EOF
from the TSC was smooth and without confusion.

,

[ The ERM and environmental protection personnel recognized the need to
f ' establish roadblocks to control access to the initially defined con-

taminated areas. The ERM correctly had several of his staff reviewr

, - the EALs to ensure the proper emergency class had been declared
i- (Alert). The ERM and EPD were well aware of the fact that if greater

i than 50 mR/hr readings were identified beyond the site boundary, the
!" event would be a Site Area Emergency. Once controllers informed the

ERM that a 50 mR/hr hot spot was found beyond the site boundary, a
Site Area Emergency was declared, initial offsite notifications were
completed within 15 minutes, and the notifications were adequately
documented.

|
Maps,were well used by the EOF staff. Current team locations and

|
contaminated areas were plotted on a 10 mile EPZ and site boundary

I map. These were effectively used in keeping the ERM up-to-date on
j' monitoring teams' findings. The EPM's staff provided many good

suggestions regarding appropriate survey routes the teams should take.
,

I'
| The " Plant Status" status board has been enlarged, better designed

and better located since the 1983 exercise. Internal information
flow went well in the EOF. The staff and communicators did a good
job of documenting telephone conversations. Adequate clerical help
was effectively used to compile phone message forms into a typed
chronology of messages, which was then distributed to all key EOF
personnel.

7
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.The'ERM and communicator did a good job of-keeping 1ocal-government
' officials informed of the licensee's emergency response. The initial
protective action recommendations to control access _in areas where

,

contamination was greater than or equal to 12 mR/hr'was appropriate,

f .The ERM, EPM, and the Administrative and Logistics Director adequately,

. . handled shortland long-term recovery problems, integrating their
; efforts with the TSC (as described in Section 4.b.-).>

i
; .' f. Exercise Scenario.

The: scenario used during the exercise postulated' a sequence of events..

I which allowed a significant amount of. free play.and kept the exercise
_

players _ involved and challenged. _The use of the simulator and the
adoption of the IBM-PC computer for data transmission between the
simulator and the emergency response facilities was excellent. The<

only facility that appeared to be somewhat under-challenged.was the
EOF, since there was no plume to track or need to upgrade the' initial
protective action recommendation.

,

;

One recommendation regarding.the_ scenario for inplant and offsite '

teams is that additional information could be included in ~the sce-
nario package to enable the controllers to give players written

: instead of verbal messages. Examples would include fire status obser- ,

i vations, sample analysis results, and physical damage to the plant. ;

L Time would be-saved and descriptions would be uniform among the con-
trollers..

,

'5. Licensee Action on'Previously Identified Emergency Preparedness Weaknesses

I (Closed) Open Item Nos. 305/83-13-10, 305/83-16-01, Post Accident Sampling:-
~

During the 1983' exercise and 1984 routine' inspections, problems were ob-
; served with obtaining a reactor coolant sample (high activity). During.
: both inspections, proper dilution of the sample could not be obtained. This

problem was observed again during the 1984 exercise. The first attempt at-,

; obtaining the. desired sample-failed - only 4.5 ml instead of 24 al_of'
-dilution water could be added to the sample bottle. The reason for the.

failure was hypothesized to be that the vacuum (or part of it) was lost for ,

'

i the. sample bottle. The second attempt at obtaining the desired sample was
t successful. During the second run, the flush times for the systems were
; bypassed. This problem may be solved if the bottle is not punctured until

the system flushes have been completed; that is, the-vacuum in the bottle
may hold to that point. !

ITo simplify the tracking of this item, the above two Open Items will be
4

closed and new Open Item 305/84-17-03 will be established with the follow-
,

ing recommendations for procedure EP-RET-3C, " Post Accident Operation of
,

the High Radiation Sample Room": ;

F

F > '- Include in the procedure a method to ensure that the vacuum in.the
isample bottle is not lost before the sample and dilution volumes are'

injected into the bottle. If the vacuum is lost, the desired dilution ,
<

'cf the sample may not be obtained.
,

.
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* Include in the procedure a method to obtain different dilution fac-
tors for the sample as desired or req 0 ired.

# (Closed) Open Item No. 305/83-16-03, Meteorological Forecast: Both the
TSC and EOF requested meteorological forecasts and obtained periodic.
. updates. Although the forecast was adequate for this scenario, it should
.be noted that if a plume were present, a more detailed wind speed and wind
direction forecast would be necessary.

.

6. Exit Interview

The inspectors held an exit interview the day after the exercise on
October 24, 1984, with the representatives denoted in Section 1. The NRC
team leader discussed the scope and findings of the inspection. Licensee
representatives agreed to address the NRC's concerns.

Attachment: Kewaunee
Exercise Scenario
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Abstract of 1984 Kewaunee Exercise Scenario
,

On October 15, 1984, following 146 days of full power operation the
'Kewaunee Plant is shut down and fuel assembly G-15 is removed and
placed in.the Spent Fuel pool. Failed fuel rods in G-15.cause activity
levels in the pool and pool area to elevate slightly. The Reactor
returns to full power on 10/21/84.

During a detailed examination of fuel assembly G-15 on 10/22/84 the
fuel crane slips and G-15 impacts the top of.a fuel rack causing
further damage. The' inspection is terminated and G-15 is returned to
its storage location. Activities in the pool.and. surrounding area do
not increase immediately. By 0330 on 10/23/84 an increase in area

-radiation levels around the spent fuel pool is evident.
_

At 1100 PM on 10/22/84,the National Weather Service issues a tornado
watch for all Wisconsin Counties north of a'line from St. Paul to
Sheboygan. The watch is in effect until 6 AM on 10/23/84

400 AM A tornado is sighted by the security force. The tornado moves across *

the western boundary of the site. The tornado causes extensive damage
to the Site Access Facility (SAF) and cause a complete loss of off-site

,

-power.

This is an Unusual Event. Both the loss of off-site power and a
tornado striking the site are the basis for an unusual event.

400 AM The reactor and turbine both trip and a cooldown on natural circulation
is began.

0510 The smoke alarm in the screen house activates. The cause is a fire in
1A Diesel Generator. The fire is caused by blockage of the air-intake

. due to the tornado. The fire duration will be at least 20 minutes and
the Diesel will be out of service until 6:00 AM.

This is an Alert. Any fire greater than 10 minutes in: duration
affecting safeguards equipment is the basis for an Alert. The event
should be classified as an Alert.

,~

0620 The alarm on R-5, the spent fuel pool area monitor, activates'with a.
| reading of 60 mrem.

,
0630 A second tornado strikes the Auxiliary building. The tornado removes

approximately one third of the water from the pools depositing the!

water north of the plant but on-site.

The on shift Health Physics Tec. is completely wetted down from the
pool dewatering.

(
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i; Control-Room indications are:i *

:
4

, .
.

Pegged.High
J ' Spent Fuel Pool Area Monitor ~ Alarmingon'L'ohLevel
|. Spent Fuel Pool Level Alarm-I

;

}- . Field' samples will' indicate 50 arem at the site-boun'dary. This is a. _ |
-

? Site Emeroency -

^ ]v .

J .- -0630.to
i 1200 . The plant will continue to be cooled down in the natural circulation ;

| mode. ,

:
. .

| Soil and vegetation samples should be.taken in the area of the spilled
, .

;

j fuel pool water. The area of contamination must be determined and pro-
i - visions must be'made to secure the area. Protective action recommen-
1 - dations are not expected as there is no release off-site,

b The' exercise will be terminated upon' completion of the following: ;
4

j .-
~

The plant is cooled to below 350*F and is in a forced cooling t'

1.
I~ mode'with RHR.

.

! ' '
-

|: 2. Environmental samples have been taken, the area of contamination
| determined and the contaminated area is secured. - 1

'
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DETAILED KEWAUNEE EXERCISE SCENARIO

-

0400 --Tornado strikes site Western Boun'dary
- Reactor Trip
- Turbine Trip
- Loss of'off-site power . ..

,

-

.

------UNUSUAL EVENT------

0510 - Fire in 1A Diesel Generator

0545 - (Time Approximate) Fire in 1A Diesel Generator is otit i

[0600 - 1A Diesel Generator Returned to Service ;
:

0620' - liigh Radiation Alarm on RM'-5 Spent Fuel Pool Area Monitor
'

- 60 mrem /hr-

0630 - Second Tornado Strikes Spent Fuel Building
-Health Physics Technician contaminated I

'

- Low Level Alarm Spent Fuel Pool
#

- RM-5 Spent Fuel Pool area monitor pegged hi'gh
,

0700 - (Time Approximate) Level is restored in the Spent Fuel pool .

0730 - (Time Approximate) 50 mrem /hr 1's detected at the pleth b5unda'ry of ''

the site. -

'
' '

..

------SITE EMERGENCY-- ---
'

,

~, ,
,
''

-1100-(TimeApproximate) contaminate [dareaisdetermined
'

1200 - (Time Approximate) Contaminated Area is secured .

- Primary System Temperature is 350'F. ~

,

e
1300 - (Time Approximate) Reactor coolant system cooldown on RHR. -e

- Exercise is terminated -

E

e
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